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Before tractors or steam engines arrived on the farm, horses did all the heavy work. From spring
plowing to the fall harvest, the mighty draft horse powered farms across the Midwest. Relied
upon to complete a multitude of tasks, including towing threshing machines and plows, hauling
milk to the local cheese factory, and pulling the family buggy to church each Sunday, these
animals were at the center of farm life, cementing the bond between human and horse. Horse-
Drawn Days: A Century of Farming with Horses captures stories of rural life at a time when a
team of horses was a vital part of the farm family. Author Jerry Apps pairs lively historic narrative
with reminiscences about his boyhood on the family farm in Wisconsin to paint a vivid picture of
a bygone time. Featuring fascinating historic photos, ads, and posters, plus contemporary color
photos of working horses today, Horse-Drawn Days evokes the majesty of these animals and
illuminates the horse’s role in our country’s early history and our rural heritage.
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5/0, “Solid Gold !. "Horse-Drawn Days: A Century of Farming with Horses", by Jerry Apps is an
absolutely terrific find. Author Jerry Apps is a Professor Emeritus at University of Wisconson -
Madison and his talents and scholarship are clearly evident in this excellent treatise upon this
vital and fascinating part of our history. Yes, this book will surely hit a grand slam of nostalgia for
the dwindling ranks of folks who remember the first half of the twentieth century first-hand. But it
is much more than a stroll down Memory Lane and presents a true wealth of accurate
information about how close we were to the land right up to just a few very short years before
Jiffy- Pop, Little Joe and Mr. Armstrong's stroll on the moon. The author gives us a clear-eyed
(and sometimes comical), century-long view of the work and lives shared by the horse/human
farming teams and, beyond that, reveals for any astute reader the souls of real Family and real
Community - a cultural well-spring we can all be proud of and thankful for. For the "Sustainable
Life" Folks and "How-to" aficionados he provides accurate, concise explanations of the gamut of
farming activities and the equipment involved. He traces the evolution of farming methods and
adaptations as our country worked its' way from the oxen to the "industrial farm". And he offers
some insightful comment about what we've gained with that Progress, and what we've lost. This
treatise is a highly readable and valuable history pageant like none you ever found in school.”

Robert Pierce, “Author's name. It reminded me of my experience with daft horses”

Raymond E. Gadke, “I especially enjoyed the way he follows the use of horses through ....
Another interesting and informative book by Jerry Apps. I especially enjoyed the way he follows
the use of horses through the agricultural year from springtime planting to autumn harvest with
fascinating pictures of the different implements that used horse power in one way or another.
The pictures are wonderful and well illustrate the text. Another most useful book for anyone
interested in the rural agricultural Middle West.”

Dawn C. Bahr, “Great Gift--Especially For Those Who Lived It!. I purchased this gift for my mom
who grew up on a farm in north central Wisconsin where her father trained horses for driving/
working. I recall many stories of her "driving a team of horses at age 5" to prove how gentle and
tame they were to prospective buyers. During a recent convalescence stay, I brought her the
book to help ease her boredom while recuperating. She was delighted with all the stories and
pictures and read the book cover to cover. It was a great way for her to relive and share the
memories of working with her beloved horses.”

SandyP, “Very interesting and fun to read. I can't put it down. Wonderful information for me, a girl
that loves farms, farm houses, barns, and farm animals, fences, farm machinery, land, etc.
Wonderful pictures of farms and farm families.Sandy”



mom in kan, “Jerry Apps is a fine author. Jerry Apps writes of the days I grew up in and it is all so
very interesting to read. Wish young people would read these stories to understand their "roots".”

Ginger, “Great. Bought this for my 93 yr old father. He loves it. Brings back lots of memories of
his early farming days.  Always has a new story to tell us that the book reminded him of.”

Chief Bob, “interesting and informative. Well written and interesting. Pretty accurate and correct
information as well.  Brings back many memories of growing up with horses.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 41 people have provided feedback.
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